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From my home page, I go to the Assignments & Readings 
button in the left panel. Go to where your students expect 
to find their latest required work.



Add an Assessment. In this case, click Test.



In Test Information, add the name of your test.  
I’ve named mine Final Exam, but clearly this is up to you.



On this page there are windows where you can put a brief description 
of your exam. I leave this blank, because the name of the test says it 
all. But the window below is a place to add specific instructions.



Next, go to Create Question. We will probably all click 
Essay, but there are many options for other types of tests.



The next window is where you can paste your questions. The 
departmental ENG1101 exam has two questions and the student is 
asked to respond to one. I put both here and in the directions, I tell 
them to choose only one. (When I used a separate window for each 
question, some students answered both.) PDF text can come out 
blurry, so it’s best to use regular text.



Your students see this when they are ready to respond to 
the topic they choose.



As you set up your submission details, you may want to add a 
rubric. (This can get complicated, so ask me about it separately.)  

I use rubrics for all assignments that are returned to students, and 
since the final doesn’t go back to them, I don’t include one here.



Set the other submission details further down on the page. When the time 
comes, you will want to make it available and announce it. Decide how 
many attempts a student will be allowed to make, and if you are timing the 
test (which the FYW Committee decided not to do this semester but you 
may want to in future), hit Force Completion and fill out the details for the 
time. (See next slide.)



Here you can set the dates and times of availability.



This is where you can control your students’ view of the exam. If 
you have an exam with several questions, you may want them in 
sequence, or all at once.  

Randomizing is a good thing for short answer tests taken in a 
computer classroom (for obvious reasons), but will not be 
relevant for FYW finals.



The test now shows up in my list of assignments. You’ll put it where your students can find it.  

Make sure you hit “submit” in the lower right corner after each step, or you’ll end up repeating 
that step.  

Your students’ tests will be waiting for you in Grade Center—>Needs Grading. 

Good luck! Email me with questions: prudden@citytech.cuny.edu
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